iEnvision Managed Services

Uniquely designed to support the emerging and small life sciences company

• Trying desperately to develop publications and investor communications efficiently while juggling so many other demands on your time?
• Struggling to remember where the latest draft of a document was saved?
• Losing hours of your day chasing individuals to review publications and worried about accurately keeping track of all the feedback?

If you recognize these pain points, then iEnvision Managed Services (iEMS) is for you.

We understand these challenges, and Envision Pharma Group has created an offering to provide a cost-effective approach of bundled business process services and iEnvision® technology to support the unique needs of the emerging and small life sciences customer.

Our Business Process Resources are:
• Experienced medical affairs professionals
• Subject matter iEnvision technology experts
• External team extenders who understand and adhere to Good Publication Practices (GPP)

This support can take on the heavy lifting of document development for you, including:

Document management
• Creating a document record in iEnvision Datavision*
• Routing drafts for reviews/approvals
• Uploading final publications to iEnvision Library

Project management
• Timelines
• Journal/Congress information
• Monthly standard status report
iEMS is enabled by three core iEnvision technology solutions to ensure efficient management of your scientific and medical publications

Combining these solutions provides peace of mind by:

- Following a single standard GPP compliant workflow
- Securing protected data access
- Providing seamless collaborative authoring and editing
- Giving oversight with status and activity reporting

Our core technology solutions ensure compliance, consistency, and transparency

Why choose iEMS?

- **PROTECTED**
  - Peace of mind
  - Safeguard IP communications
  - Compliant with industry standard practices

- **TRANSPARENT**
  - A single source of truth for document development
  - Consistent development process
  - Standard monthly status and metric reporting

- **COST-EFFECTIVE**
  - Predictable annual fee
  - Swift implementation – ready-to-go publication development support
  - Alleviates the need for additional company resources

For further information, please contact oe_inquiries@envisionpharma.com

envisionpharmagroup.com/technology